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Brief History

In 1852, the American Geographical Society began publishing its first academic journal,
the Bulletin [and Journal] of the American Geographical Society. This publication

continued through 1915, when it was succeeded by the Geographical Review. Notable
contributors include Robert J. Flaherty, who introduced the concept for Nanook of the
North in his contributions to Geographical Review, Mark Jefferson, who was the chief
cartographer of the American Delegation to the Paris Peace Conference in 1919 and
presented his article The Law of the Primate City in the 1939, as well as Dr. Martin
Pasqualetti who in 2011 introduced his theory on Social Barriers to Renewable Energy
Landscapes. The editor-in-chief is David H. Kaplan (Kent State University).
Scope and Coverage
The Geographical Review is a quarterly peer-reviewed academic journal published by
Wiley-Blackwell on behalf of the American Geographical Society. It covers all aspects
of geography. The "Geographical Record" section presents short articles on current
topical and regional issues. Each issue also includes reviews of recent books,
monographs, and atlases in geography and related fields.

Kind of Information
The Geographical Review incldes Geography and Jurisdiction, several countries
geographical descriptions, climates changes information, cultural tradition, urban
infrastructure, vernacular architechture etc.

Reviews are presented with original article, authors/editors name, first published date,
DOI number, cited by articles information, abstract, different tables, maps, figures,
national and settlement population etc. Each review is arranged content-wise. Such
as……
Abstract
Inequality and the Landless
The Movimento Dos Trabalhadores Rurais Sem-Terra
Scale, Settlers, and Living Conditions
The Settlers
Living Conditions
The Struggle for Education
The Establishment and Curriculum of Settlement Schools

Educational Conditions: Pnera 2004
Conclusion
References
Relatent content, Citations literature, references are given in the last portion of each
review. In each review, firgures and references are shown separately. All reviews can be
viewed in online mode and even can download in PDF format.
Special Features
 All the reviews can be shared through Twitter, Mendeley, Facebook, ResearchGate,
Diigo.
 The size of text can be controlled.
 Users can set citation alert from Citation Tool.

Arrangement Pattern

Volumes are arranged chronologically. Under volume, issues are also arranged
chronologically. Under each issue, articles are arranged uploaded date-wise (Version of
Record online) i.e. chronologically.

Remarks

It is one of the world's leading scholarly periodicals devoted exclusively to geography;
the Geographical Review contains original and authoritative articles on all aspects of
geography. According to the Journal Citation Reports, the journal has a 2014 5 year
impact factor of 0.750.
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